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from historically underrepresented groups that receive 
advanced mathematical degrees, has documented success, 
and is a replicable model. 

The Bridge Program provides a vibrant and immersive 
learning environment within a PhD program, where Bridge 
fellows collaborate not only among themselves but also 
work side by side with other PhD students. This ensures 
academic success, learning about an entire doctoral pro-
gram, and peer support. The Bridge Program is built on two 
cornerstones: (a) A Bridge-to-Math Doctorate curriculum 
training program through the BS-MS fast track, which pro-
vides a smooth transition from undergraduate to graduate 
programs through coursework in two-semester Analysis, 
Linear Algebra, Advanced Linear Algebra, and other grad-
uate courses; (b) A comprehensive system of strong faculty 
and peer mentoring, aggressive recruitment at annual Gulf 
States Math Alliance (GSMath) conferences and other 
GSMath activities, direct involvement of external faculty 
mentors from other GSMath institutions, with whom the 
Bridge Program has built trust and strong relationships so 
that they actively recommend their students to the program. 
The Bridge fellows are usually supported for one year. Upon 
completing the program successfully, they transition to a 
doctoral program. 

UTA’s Bridge to Doctorate Program closely collaborates 
with faculty mentors at various underserved institutions, 
particularly HBCUs, HSIs, and URM faculty mentors within 
GSMath. Those mentors function as excellent recruiters for 
the Bridge Program and recommend their own students. 
The GSMath has been growing as a regional alliance, from 
a dozen institutions in 2013 to currently over 40 math-
ematics departments. The start of the Bridge Program 
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The AMS is pleased to recognize the Math Bridge to Doc-
torate Program at the University of Texas, Arlington (UTA) 
Mathematics Department with the 2023 Mathematics 
Programs That Make a Difference Award. 

The Math Bridge to Doctorate Program at UTA began in 
2016 and works with the National Alliance for Doctoral 
Studies in the Mathematical Sciences to identify poten-
tial applicants. The Math Alliance’s Facilitated Graduate 
Application Program (F-GAP) is designed to provide re-
sources for minority students to gain access to admission 
in graduate mathematical sciences programs. The Math 
Alliance can thereby identify students who do not have 
the appropriate background to be competitive for graduate 
school and UTA has used these contacts effectively to recruit 
and prepare many of these students for graduate studies in 
mathematical sciences. UTA’s Bridge to Doctorate meets all 
three criteria for the Mathematics Programs That Make a 
Difference Award: It contributes to an increase of students 

In 2005, the American Mathematical Society, acting upon the recommendation of its Committee on the Profession, 
established the Mathematics Programs that Make a Difference Award. The award, provided by the Mark Green and 
Kathryn Kert Green Fund for Inclusion and Diversity, highlights programs that are succeeding and could serve as a 
model for others in addressing the issues of underrepresented groups in mathematics. 
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in 2016 and the annual GSMath conferences since 2017 
have been instrumental to this phenomenal growth. The 
Bridge Program has been sponsoring the annual GSMath 
conferences since 2017, where a typical attendance is over 
200 students and faculty. At those annual conferences the 
Bridge Program faculty interact with many prospective 
Bridge fellows. The current data indicates that the Bridge 
Program is successful in attracting URM students and pre-
pare them for doctoral studies in the mathematical sciences 
with effective academic preparation and strong mentoring. 
The Bridge Program works closely with the National Math 
Alliance through active engagement in the annual Field of 
Dreams conferences and the FGAP (Facilitated Graduate 
Applications Process). The Bridge Program also plays a 
leadership role in the Gulf States Math Alliance. The Bridge 
Program is now developing collaborative relationships with 
the NAM (National Association of Mathematicians) and 
other organizations such as the Mathematical Association 
of America–Texas section. 

UTA’s Bridge to Doctorate Program, with its vibrant 
and immersive learning environment and annual GSMath 
conferences, has had a significant impact on its alumni’s 
career choices and trajectories. Alumni comments (from 
the nomination) include “The program offers more flexible 
course plan to strengthen my foundation in analysis and 
linear algebra. With the strong mathematical foundation, I 
was able to move smoothly through my doctoral program. 
... One thing that impressed me is the support of the pro-
fessors and from other graduate students that advocate 
for the success of students as they matriculate through the 
program.... I believe that UTA, more specifically, the Bridge-
to-Math doctorate program truly brought me success and 
provided me with the skillset necessary as I advance further 
through my academia career path.”

The AMS commends UTA’s Bridge to Doctorate Program 
for its success in bringing more persons from historically 
underrepresented and underserved groups to doctoral 
studies in mathematical sciences.

About the Program. The Bridge to Doctorate Program 
at UTA has been running since 2016 as an NSF-supported 
project (#1620630). Students participate in the Bridge 
Program for an entire academic year. The cohort size may 
vary each year (originally designed for 3 cohorts of 10 
students each year, but resulted in a total of 42 students 
during 2016–2022). The program focuses on URM (un-
derrepresented minority) and other underserved students, 
especially from HBCUs (Historical Black Colleges and 
Universities) and HSIs (Hispanic Serving Institutions). It 
is different from a typical post-bac program in that it offers 
individualized curriculum and advising based on students’ 
needs and strengths, and it helps the participants move 
forward without delay in progression towards doctoral 
studies. The Bridge to Doctorate Program at UTA has been 
running since the fall of 2016. The program is directed by 

a faculty team consisting at present of Prof. Jianzhong Su 
(Bridge Project Director/PI, Math Department Chair), Prof. 
Tuncay Aktosun (Bridge Program Director), and Profs. 
David Jorgensen, Ren-cang Li, Theresa Jorgensen, and 
Hristo Kojouharov (Math Graduate Director). 

Response from University of Texas Arlington 
(UTA) 
The Mathematics Department at University of Texas at Ar-
lington is honored to receive this AMS award. The Bridge 
Program aims at transforming the participating students 
into strong candidates for standard PhD programs in the 
mathematical sciences with graduate assistantships. The 
targeted students are those with potential, talent, and 
commitment to achieve a doctoral degree, but not yet 
ready to succeed in a standard PhD program for reasons 
such as coming from an underserved institution, where 
advanced mathematics courses may not be available. The 
success in the Bridge Program is reflected not only in the 
high number of students who have matriculated at a PhD 
program, but also evidenced by students in early cohorts 
who have successfully completed PhD studies and begun 
their professional careers. It has strong positive effects on 
the UTA Mathematics Department itself, by creating a bet-
ter academic environment for graduate students, for their 
retention, career preparation, involvement in outreach, and 
functioning as mentors/peer-mentors. We thank our col-
laborators, faculty mentors at over 40 institutions, mostly 
HBCUs and HSIs, in the Gulf States Math Alliance covering 
Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, and colleagues from the 
National Alliance for Doctoral Studies in the Mathematical 
Sciences, for their tremendous support. 
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